Enter the museum through the F Street Lobby.
Take the stairs or elevator to the Third Floor.
Start your search for spring in the Luce Foundation Center.

1. Head up to the cases on the mezzanine levels.
   In case 55B, you’ll find a Dancing Pear Bottle by Kari Russell-Pool.
   **How many pink blossoms are on the bottle?_________**

2. In nearby case 49B, you’ll find a sculpture by Leo Amino called Seedling, planted on the top shelf. Part of the sculpture is missing in the sketch on the left! **Can you draw it in?**

Exit the Luce Center, head through the Great Hall, and go down to the Second Floor.
Turn left at David Beck’s MVSEVM to explore SAAM’s galleries.

3. Gallery E232 is home to a peak bloom celebration!
   Inspect the frame of Spring Dance by Arthur F. Matthews.
   **How many creatures can you count?_________**

4. Back in the hall, look in the gallery doorways for this pink painting by Georgia O’Keeffe.
   **What kind of blossoms did she capture?**

Take the elevator outside the gallery on the right to G Street Lobby on the First Floor.

5. Near the G Street Entrance to the museum, you’ll find a small painting by Japanese artist, Yayoi Kusama.
   **What did she name this speckled artwork?**
   **Hint:** It’s the opposite of Spring!

6. Head down the hall to the Sargent, Whistler, and Venetian Glass exhibition to find this Still Life with Peach Blossoms on loan from Art Bridges. **What is the artist’s name?**

Share what you found on social media and tag us!
@americanart #atSAAM
Can’t find an artwork?
Search our website at americanart.si.edu